The secret joy
mélopée
Richard Moult

Language: anglais
Date: 2003
Note: Sur des poèmes de Mary Webb. - Date de composition : 2003
Comprend : "Roseberries" ; "A rainy day" ; "Be still, you little leaves"
; "The secret joy"
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Editions of this work

enregistrements

enregistrements (1)

→ The secret joy
Material description: 1 disque compact (32 min 42 s)
Note: Note sur l'enregistrement : Bleddfa (Wales). - gb. - Church of St Mary Magdalene. - 20050918
Edition: Hardricourt (Yvelines) : Cynfeirdd, [DL 2008]
Compositeur: Richard Moult
Piano: Nicholas Chalmers
Link: catalogue

Pages in data.bnf.fr

This page in data.bnf.fr lab

The secret joy in the data.bnf.fr Labs pages

This experimenting space presents innovating visualizations of data.bnf.fr data:
diagrams, timelines, maps. This data is available and freely usable (Open license), in RDF
or JSON.

Sources and references

Link to the main catalogue

https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb15966760w
Sources
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